MONTHLY: IT SOLUTIONS

Retail warehouse
system introduced
NetDespatch is using web
technology to allow retailers to
outsource warehousing to thirdparty logistics partners.
By outsourcing the warehouse,
retailers can potentially improve
customer service by reducing the
number of links in their supply
chain, while freeing their own time
to concentrate on sales and
removing the running costs of
warehouse staff, specialist
equipment and expensive IT.
Retailers’ customers order their
products either at the store or via the
web with the order and delivery
details being transferred
electronically to the NetDespatch
Velocity online system.
These order details are then made
available to the retailer’s logistics
partner and consignment tracking
labels are automatically produced at
the point of dispatch for the selected
carrier.
The labels can be produced as a
continuous stream at one or more
designated computers or on demand
from the barcode on a warehouse
picking note.

Becky Clark, NetDespatch chief
executive, said: “We are facilitating
outsourced warehousing by using
intelligent web-based technology to
seamlessly link retailers to their
NetDespatch web services-enabled
logistics partners.”
NetDespatch is also streamlining
sales and delivery processes for
online retailers, with its advanced
web software – Velocity Connector.
By using this automated online
system to connect electronically to
NetDespatch’s real-time web
booking and tracking service.
■

NetDespatch offers warehouse
solutions

Capespan revamps
printing technology
Global fruit supplier Capespan has
invested in new Xerox printers that
reduce colour printing costs.
The ColorQube 9200 device is
the world’s ﬁrst high-speed solid
ink ofﬁce multi-function printer that
can save up to 62 per cent of ink
compared with traditional colour
laser printers
As a result, Capespan claims to
have achieved a saving of more
than £2,500 in 2010. In addition to
the beneﬁts of saving ink,
Capespan says it has chosen the
new printers for their ease of use
and the ability to print high
volumes at fast speeds.
Jeremy Sykes of Capespan said:
“Our objective was to consolidate
printing equipment, but to retain
productivity levels; the ColorQube

has enabled us to do that effectively.
“The cost of colour printing has
always been a major concern for us
so I am delighted that the Xerox
technology has helped to reduce our
costs by such a signiﬁcant margin.”
The new machine prints, scans
and copies all in one device, with
technology that simpliﬁes use and
maintenance.
Mark Duffelen of Xerox UK and
Ireland said: “Xerox technology is
designed to make business easier
and the ColorQube 9200 does just
that.”
Xerox UK, the UK arm of Xerox
Corporation, markets a large range
of Xerox products, solutions and
services, as well as associated
supplies and software for
businesses of various sizes.
■

Anglia Business
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IMPLEMENTING ENTERPRISE
RESOURCE PLANNING
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementation projects are
invariably more complicated than executives expect. The task
may involve integrating up to 30 different software applications
and expecting users to adopt them – it is easy to get bogged
down in endless detail around the implementation process. But
there are some guidelines worth considering.
Successful ERP deployments are sponsored by the business.
These focus on business results, not just a one-off IT project.
The relevant stakeholders should drive the requirements – not
IT. The value drivers to the business and its requirements
should be the most important guide to selecting a system.
Keep the big picture in mind when thinking about the overall
solution. An enterprise perspective is needed to adequately
address the data-sharing between departments. These are the
real opportunities for end-to-end process improvement and
achieving the intended return on investment. Have a shortlist
of your must-have requirements and define your solution
decision criteria. Start with a planning-focused exercise before
jumping straight to selecting a particular application.
Complexity creates costs; consider what can be done to
simplify your business and IT policies, processes and systems
based on the value to the business. Business simplification
creates ongoing savings – don’t just try to replicate existing
systems unless absolutely necessary. Ensure that the supplier
fully understands the functionality needed and check where
the supplier has dealt with this particular requirement before
and how it worked for the customer.
Keeping the users on side is a must. If the software interface
is already familiar, it’s easier for users to adopt. The long-term
value of your application is only as good as the data that is in it.
If your users don’t want to use it, you’ll still end up with a
fragmented view of your customer, product and revenue data.
You must consider your organisation’s willingness and
capacity to change. Effective change management engages
stakeholders in a way that allows them to be heard (whether or
not their ideas are adopted, they feel better about whatever
decision gets made knowing their ideas have been
considered).
Setting realistic expectations from the outset is a sound
philosophy. Build in budget and timing contingencies to cope
with things going wrong. Consider the risks to the project up
front and define some agreed actions to mitigate them. Set up
lines of communication to ensure that all parties involved are
kept in the picture on progress.
Once live, carry out a review of what worked and what
didn’t. When successful, celebrate your success and
congratulate the team involved. Getting an ERP project
deployed within time scale and budget is a noteworthy
achievement and should be recognised.
■
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